
Chapter Summary
This chapter presents the place of techniques within the complex process of psychotherapy. 

become meaningful when they bridge the conceptualization of a client’s problem with 

goal. The theoretical orientation for each of the techniques is presented according to the 

Techniques become meaningful primarily when they are used within the context of theory and 

the goal of therapy and together they determine the techniques that are selected and how they 

are to be applied to bring about the desired changes. 

Theoretical Bridges and the 
Psychotherapy Process1
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These topics together with the discriminate and ethical use of the techniques are presented 

to psychotherapy the questions that arise are: Is a therapist able to understand the client’s 

Premodernism

relationship and in the recognition of their proper place in a clearly ordered world of social 

Modernism
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through experimentation or the empirical method by which the principles and laws of the 

Postmodernism

as the mind tries to understand its own personal reality. 
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Experiences

the major models focus on and address one or more of the client’s inner experiences when 

attention to emotion only in the sense that it leads them to the automatic thoughts and irrational 

of needs in the change process. 
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Encoding Experiences 

Figure 1.1  
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Sensory Encoding

physical. This is at times referred to as bodily memory. Thus a person in remembering a trau

Conceptual Encoding

Symbolic Encoding
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to the person and to others. 

such as depression and anxiety. 

Target of Change: Behavior or Reworking 
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ate and maintain these symptoms. 

Phases of the Change Process 
and Techniques

els are the The Seven-Phase Model of the Change Process
The Assimilation Model

Transtheoretical Model

gaining insight and action. 

client begins the session by presenting the problem followed by exploring the underlying feel

to an insight. This new awareness brings about a commitment to change and to trying out dif
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than others in facilitating this process. 

Table 1.1  

Phase 2: Exploration

constituents. The style of relating to others is examined. This phase represents a shift from complaining 

and emoting to that of wanting to better understand the presenting problems and concerns and to bring 

about change. 

Phase 3: Awareness/Insight

Phase 4: Commitment/Decision: The client implicitly or explicitly expresses a determination to change 

Phase 5: Experimentation/Action

is rehearsed within therapy sessions. 

Phase 6: Integration/Consolidation

Phase 7: Termination

through.

Source:
permission.
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challenge and nudge the client towards continued growth. 

the majority of cases it is the client who presents the material that becomes part of the thera

peutic process and the therapist agrees to collaborate with the client to deal with it. In such 
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client direct the process.

The willingness to collaborate and the nature of this collaboration are continuously 

technique is introduced. 

Table 1.2  

Approaches
Content of 
therapy work Goal to achieve

Therapy 
Process Phase

Nature of 
encoded 
material

Therapeutic 
relationship

Empathy Express feelings Exploration

conditions

feelings

Exploration

perceptual conditions

Chair

Express feelings Exploration

perceptual

Interactional

Chair

Interactional

Change Interactional 

Imagery

relational 

Empower 

person symbolic

Interactional 

Ego state 

therapy

Empower 

person

Interactional

focused 

Change

therapy thoughts and 

irrational beliefs

story story

relationship 

psychotherapy

self needs life anchored in 

primary needs action

relationally 

immersed with 

boundaries
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refer directly to techniques. The remainder of the entries refer more broadly to a therapeutic 

approach that includes more than one technique. 

Discriminate Use of a Technique 

probable that the client is ready to externalize the dialogue using a technique such as the 

Technique

time to describe the experience following the session. 
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get a grip on his distraught feeling without going to the other steps that are part of the formal 

Use of Techniques

competent to use the techniques. 

It is important to pay attention to cultural and gender issues when one engages a client in a 

they wish to do so. They also need to be informed as clearly as possible how they will participate 

Something to Think About
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